Taxation (Urgent Measures and
Annual Rates) Bill
Government Bill

Explanatory note
General policy statement
This bill implements the taxation and KiwiSaver measures foreshad
owed in the 2008 general election campaign.

Personal tax cuts
This bill provides for a personal income tax cut programme, starting
from 1 April 2009, and phased in over 3 years. This bill also proposes
an independent earner tax credit (discussed separately, below). The
3 tables below show the rates and thresholds for the 3 years of the
personal income tax cut programme, starting from 1 April 2009:
Table 1––Rates from 1 April 2009 to 31 March 2010
Row

Range of dollar in taxable income

1

$0 – $14,000

0.125

2

$14,001 – $48,000

0.210

3

$48,001 – $70,000

0.330

4

$70,001 upwards

0.380
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Table 2––Rates from 1 April 2010 to 31 March 2011
Row

Range of dollar in taxable income

Tax rate

1

$0 – $14,000

0.125

2

$14,001 – $50,000

0.210

3

$50,001 – $70,000

0.330

4

$70,001 upwards

0.370

Table 3––Rates from 1 April 2011 to 31 March 2012 and beyond
Row

Range of dollar in taxable income

Tax rate

1

$0 – $14,000

0.125

2

$14,001 – $50,000

0.200

3

$50,001 – $70,000

0.330

4

$70,001 upwards

0.370

This bill proposes the necessary amendments to give effect to the tax
cut policy outlined above.
To ensure that the effects of the tax cuts ﬂow through the tax system
appropriately, amendments to the Inland Revenue Acts are needed.
Provisional tax calculations, fringe beneﬁt tax rates and thresholds,
extra pay thresholds, employee tax code thresholds, secondary
earning code thresholds, superannuation contribution withholding
rates, and tax return ﬁling thresholds are, therefore, consequentially
amended. Interest payers are given the option to withhold RWT for
the 2009–10 year at the lower top rate of 38%.
The previous Government’s tax cut programme, legislated for in the
Taxation (Personal Tax Cuts, Annual Rates, and Remedial Matters)
Act 2008, is amended to accommodate this tax cut programme. This
bill also proposes a writeoff of small amounts of outstanding tax
associated with overpayment or overcrediting in the 2008–09 year
resulting from the previous Government’s increase in Working for
Families amounts as part of their 2008 budget.
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Annual rates
This bill conﬁrms the annual rates of income tax for the 2009–10 tax
year.

Independent earner tax credit
It is proposed to grant a tax credit worth a maximum of $520 per
year for the 2009–10 year, rising to $780 per year for the 2010–11
and later income years. The tax credit, called the independent earner
tax credit (IETC), is aimed at people who are New Zealand residents
and who do not receive an incometested beneﬁt or New Zealand
superannuation, and do not receive Working for Families assistance
(either directly or through their partner). For employees who qualify
for the IETC, it effectively reduces the amount of PAYE deduction
from their salary or wages. NonPAYE people who qualify are able
to claim the IETC at the end of the year by ﬁling a tax return or
requesting a personal tax summary from Inland Revenue.
The IETC is available for people with net incomes over $24,000 per
year, with the IETC abating once the $44,000 per year net income
mark is reached.

Research and development tax credits
The research and development (R & D) tax credit is effectively re
pealed from the 2009–10 income year. The Government’s objective
in repealing the tax credit is to move towards a broadbased lowrate
tax system, which will improve quality of investment and reduce dis
tortions.
Removing the R & D tax credit will also partially fund the reduction
in personal tax rates. The Government considers the beneﬁts of re
ducing tax rates are certain, whereas the beneﬁts of the R & D tax
credit are less certain.
The Government is concerned that much of the credit will fund R & D
that would have occurred in any case, the compliance costs associated
with claiming the credit are high and that the credit will be paid out
on standard operating expenditure recharacterised as R & D related
expenditure.
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KiwiSaver
The Government is committed to keeping the KiwiSaver scheme and
making it an enduring and affordable scheme for members, employ
ers, and taxpayers. The changes in this bill ensure that the scheme
can endure in the long term.
The following changes are proposed:
•
Reduce the minimum employee contribution rate for employ
ees from 4% to 2% from 1 April 2009. (The new 2% rate will
be the new default rate for those who do not elect a rate.)
•
Cap the compulsory employer contribution at 2% of the em
ployee’s gross salary or wages from 1 April 2009.
•
Discontinue the employer tax credit paid to employers to offset
some of the cost associated with compulsory employer contri
butions from 1 April 2009.
•
Cap the exemption from employer superannuation contribu
tion tax at the employer’s minimum compulsory contribution
of 2% from 1 April 2009.
In addition, the bill ensures that compulsory employer contributions
are a genuine addition to normal pay.
Also, the bill proposes that the fee subsidy of $40 a year be discon
tinued from 1 April 2009. The ﬁscal savings from the discontinuance
of the fee subsidy allows the government to retain the current policy
settings for the member tax credit; that is, dollar for dollar matching
up to a cap of $1042.86 a year. The election manifesto policy was to
match contributions at the minimum contribution rate of 2%, up to a
maximum of $1042.86 a year.
The bill includes provisions to provide transitional relief with the
compliance with other legislation and the Securities Regulations
1983 as a result of the KiwiSaver measures in the bill.

Clause by clause analysis
Clause 1 gives the title of the Act.
Clause 2 gives appropriate commencement dates for the provisions
in Parts 1 to 4.
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Part 1
Personal tax cuts
Clause 3 gives appropriate application dates for provisions in Part 1.

Amendments to Income Tax Act 2007
Clauses 5 to 14 amend the Income Tax Act 2007.
Clause 5 amends section RD 17, and changes the amounts of deduc
tions for an extra pay consequential to the tax cuts for individuals.
Clause 6 amends section RD 58, and changes the top FBT rate con
sequential to the tax cuts for individuals.
Clause 7 amends section RD 59, and changes the top FBT rate con
sequential to the tax cuts for individuals.
Clause 8 amends section RD 60, and changes the top FBT rate con
sequential to the tax cuts for individuals.
Clause 9 amends section RD 61, and changes the top FBT rate con
sequential to the tax cuts for individuals.
Clause 10 amends schedule 1, part A, and provides tax cuts for indi
viduals, phased in over 3 years, starting from 1 April 2009.
Clause 11 amends schedule 1, part C, and provides cuts to rates for
attributed fringe beneﬁts, phased in over 3 years, starting from 1 April
2009.
Clause 12 amends schedule 1, part D, and changes the ESCT rate
threshold amounts.
Clause 13 amends schedule 2, part A, consequential to the tax cuts
for individuals.
Clause 14 amends schedule 2, part B, consequential to the tax cuts
for individuals.

Amendments to Tax Administration Act 1994
Clauses 16 and 17 amend the Tax Administration Act 1994.
Clause 16 amends section 24B, and changes the PAYE tax code
threshold amounts consequential to the tax cuts for individuals.
Clause 17 amends section 33A, and changes the general nonﬁling
rules consequential to the tax cuts for individuals.
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Part 2
Research and development tax credits
repeal
Amendments to Income Tax Act 2007
Clauses 19 to 22 amend the Income Tax Act 2007.
Clause 19 amends subpart LH, to remove the R & D tax credit for
the 2009–10 year and later years, but with some provisions being
amended for the 2008–09 income year, or repealed from 1 October
2009 for administrative reasons.
Clause 20 amends section YA 1. Subclauses (2) to (7) repeal deﬁni
tions made redundant as a consequence of the removal of the R & D
tax credit for the 2009–10 year and later years.
Clause 21 amends section YB 20, consequential to removing the R &
D tax credit for the 2009–10 year and later years.
Clause 22 repeals schedule 21, consequential to removing the R & D
tax credit for the 2009–10 year and later years.

Amendments to Tax Administration Act 1994
Clauses 24 to 27 amend the Tax Administration Act 1994.
Clause 24 amends the deﬁnition of response period, consequential to
removing the R & D tax credit for the 2009–10 year and later years.
Clause 25 amends section 33A, consequential to removing the R &
D tax credit for the 2009–10 year and later years.
Clause 26 amends section 43A, consequential to removing the R &
D tax credit for the 2009–10 year and later years.
Clause 27 amends section 108, consequential to removing the R &
D tax credit for the 2009–10 year and later years.

Amendments to Taxation (Business Taxation
and Remedial Matters) Act 2007
Clause 28 amends the Taxation (Business Taxation and Remedial
Matters) Act 2007, consequential to removing the R & D tax credit
for the 2009–10 year and later years.
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Part 3
Annual rates, independent earner tax
credit, and consequential personal tax
cuts amendments
Annual rates of income tax for 2009–10 tax year
Clause 29 sets the rates for income tax imposed by section BB 1 of
the Income Tax Act 2007 for the 2009–10 tax year.

Amendments to Income Tax Act 2007
Clauses 31 to 37 amend the Income Tax Act 2007.
Clause 31 inserts a new heading and new section LC 13, to implement
the independent earner tax credit from the 2009–10 year.
Clause 32 amends new section LC 13, to implement a 2010–11 year
increase in the base independent earner tax credit amount.
Clause 33 amends section RE 12, to correct a crossreference error
and to allow RWT to be deducted from interest for the 2009–10 year
at the new top rate of 0.38 at the payer’s option.
Clause 34 amends section RZ 5B, to better provide for provisional
tax calculations as a result of the individual tax cuts.
Clause 35 amends section RZ 5C, to better provide for provisional
tax calculations as a result of the individual tax cuts.
Clause 36 amends section YA 1. Subclause (2) amends the deﬁnition
of civil union partner, to implement the independent earner tax credit.
Clause 37 amends schedule 2, to accommodate a new PAYE tax code
as part of implementing the independent earner tax credit, and to
change certain other tax code rates consequential to the individual
tax cuts.

Amendments to Tax Administration Act 1994
Clauses 39 and 40 amend the Tax Administration Act 1994.
Clause 39 amends section 24B, to provide a new PAYE tax code as
part of implementing the independent earner tax credit.
Clause 40 amends section 177C, to writeoff small amounts of out
standing tax associated with overpayment or overcrediting resulting
from the previous government’s increase in Working for Families.
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Amendments to Taxation (Personal Tax Cuts,
Annual Rates, and Remedial Matters) Act 2008
Clause 41 amends the Taxation (Personal Tax Cuts, Annual Rates,
and Remedial Matters) Act 2008, consequential to the tax cuts for
individuals.

Part 4
KiwiSaver: 2% employee and employer
contribution rates, and repeal of employer
tax credit
Amendment to KiwiSaver Act 2006
Clauses 43 to 50 amend the KiwiSaver Act 2006.
Clause 43 amends section 64, to provide a default employee contri
bution rate of 2% from 1 April 2009, with employees already con
tributing at a 2%, 4%, or 8% rate continuing to use 2%, 4%, or 8%.
The clause also allows an employee to elect an alternative contribu
tion rate.
Clause 44 amends section 65, consequential to providing a default
employee contribution rate of 2% from 1 April 2009.
Clause 45 amends section 66, consequential to providing a default
employee contribution rate of 2% from 1 April 2009.
Clause 46 repeals section 66A, consequential to providing a default
employee contribution rate of 2% from 1 April 2009.
Clause 47 amends section 101B, to ensure that compulsory employer
contributions are a genuine addition to normal pay.
Clause 48 amends section 101D, to cap the compulsory employer
contribution rate at 2%.
Clause 49 inserts a new section 235, to excuse noncompliance with
securitiesrelated Acts that results from the amendments this bill pro
poses to make.
Clause 50 repeals schedule 4, consequential to providing a default
employee contribution rate of 2% and compulsory employer contri
bution rate of 2%.

Amendments to Income Tax Act 2007
Clauses 52 to 57 amend the Income Tax Act 2007.
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Clause 52 amends section DC 7, consequential to removing the em
ployer tax credit.
Clause 53 amends section MK 1, consequential to removing the em
ployer tax credit.
Clause 54 repeals a heading and sections MK 1 to MK 14, to remove
the employer tax credit.
Clause 55 amends section RD 65, to lower the ESCT exemption
available in line with the 2% compulsory employer contribution rate.
Clause 56 amends section YA 1. Subclauses (2) and (3) repeal the def
initions of complying fund calculation period and KiwiSaver calcula
tion period, consequential to lowering the ESCT exemption available
in line with the 2% compulsory employer contribution rate.
Clause 57 amends schedule 28, consequential to providing a default
employee contribution rate of 2%.

Amendment to KiwiSaver Regulations 2006
Clause 58 replaces regulation 20 of the KiwiSaver Regulations 2006,
to remove the fee subsidy from 1 April 2009 for new members, but
to still allow current members the subsidy for the remainder of the
relevant membership year.

Regulatory impact statement
Executive summary
There is evidence to suggest that high marginal and average tax rates
hamper New Zealand’s economic growth and productivity.
High personal tax rates, and inconsistencies in marginal tax rates
across income types and different forms of investment, negatively
impact on labour productivity, labour participation, and migration
decisions. These disparities also create tax base integrity risks.
To reduce these problems a package of personal tax rate reductions,
threshold changes, and the introduction of an independent earner tax
credit is proposed. Given ﬁscal constraints and the need for short
term stimulus, this will be funded by the repeal of the R & D tax
credit and changes to certain features of KiwiSaver.
The overall impact of these changes is forecasted to be positive for
economic growth and, in the mediumterm, for the Government’s
ﬁscal position.
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Adequacy statement
The Regulatory Impact Analysis Team has reviewed this Regulatory
Impact Statement and considers it to cover the information required
and to accurately reﬂect the analysis undertaken in relation to the
proposal. The analysis itself is considered to be adequate in relation
to the problem deﬁnition and the level of impact analysis undertaken
(with information gaps having been explicitly acknowledged). How
ever, due to the timeframes involved, the RIA consultation require
ments have not been met.

Status quo and problem
The current personal tax settings
As a result of the 2008 Budget, the Income Tax Act 2007 provides
for the following personal tax rates and thresholds:
Marginal rate

1 October 2008

1 April 2010

1 April 2011

12.5%

up to $14,000

up to $17,500

up to $20,000

21%

$14,001 to
$40,000

$17,501 to
$40,000

$20,001 to
$42,500

33%

$40,001 to
$70,000

$40,001 to
$75,000

$42,501 to
$80,000

39%

over $70,000

over $75,000

over $80,000

The current personal tax structure is progressive in nature as it re
sults in an increase in the ratio of tax liability to income as income
increases. There is also a targeted social assistance programme where
monetary beneﬁts are abated as income rises, leading to high effect
ive marginal tax rates (MTRs) at middle income levels. The existing
personal tax system is not generally inﬂationindexed and it relies
heavily on selfassessment.
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Nature and magnitude of the problems with current personal
tax settings
Consistency with broad base low rate tax policy framework
The modern criteria for an efﬁcient tax system typically focus on
minimising ‘deadweight costs’ (e.g. the loss in efﬁciency as a result
of taxmotivated choices), taxpayer compliance costs, and adminis
tration costs (of the collecting revenue authority), while taking into
account tax incidence and equity issues and the informational limi
tations of policymakers. The number of tax system frameworks that
are able to achieve this is small. One tax framework which more con
sistently meets these criteria is known as the BroadBaseLowRate
(BBLR) framework.
The best evidence available suggests that the BBLR framework is the
optimal approach to tax policy for New Zealand in the mediumterm.
This framework aims to improve economic efﬁciency (and ultimately
enhance economic growth performance) by reducing the distortions
to economic decisionmaking caused by taxes. The BBLR frame
work achieves this by employing extensive tax bases and applying
low tax rates to those bases in order to reduce the behavioural dis
tortions caused by the tax system as far as possible. In other words
the BBLR framework aims to make tax a neutral factor in decisions,
so that decisions can be made based on their underlying economic
merit rather than being inﬂuenced by tax considerations. The BBLR
framework attempts to do this while at the same time raising the rev
enue required to fund government expenditures (and striking a bal
ance between the associated taxpayer compliance and Inland Rev
enue administration costs incurred to achieve this revenue objective).
High tax rates are inconsistent with the BBLR tax policy framework,
which seeks to minimise the economic harm caused by taxes. While
pursuing a BBLR framework, other factors such as equity and the tax
system’s redistributive role are also taken into account in tax policy
design.
High marginal and average tax rates are damaging to economic
growth
For income taxes in particular, the BBLR framework involves tax
ing a wide base of income at low MTRs on the basis that high MTRs
are damaging to economic growth. High MTRs negatively impact
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on economic growth by unduly inﬂuencing decisions to work, save,
invest, and consume, leading to inefﬁcient allocation of scarce re
sources. Studies show that, by reducing the associated aftertax re
turns, high MTRs:
•
discourage individuals from investing in their own skills and
human capital:
•
discourage people from seeking more productive work oppor
tunities:
•
make businesses less willing to undertake risky investments:
•
discourage innovation and entrepreneurship:
•
inhibit business growth:
•
increase the likelihood that productive businesses will exit the
market.
Total New Zealand income tax revenues, as a percentage of GDP,
are higher than the OECD average and have a particular emphasis
on labour taxes. Although high MTRs reduce the incentives to in
crease hours worked, and the decision to undertake further employ
ment, high average tax rates (ATRs) inﬂuence labour participation
decisions, and particularly the decision to enter the workforce. Un
less changes are made, ﬁscal drag will result in many taxpayers fac
ing ATRs at 20year highs by 2018, even with the tax cuts provided
in Budget 2008. It is known that within the overall New Zealand
workforce participation ﬁgures, particular groups of taxpayers (e.g.
nonprimary earner household members) have low participation rates
but are relatively responsive to tax rates. Australian data has shown
that nonparticipants in the labour market are responsive to ATRs,
and it is estimated that Australia’s recent tax changes will encour
age a signiﬁcant increase in participation from new labour market
entrants. Therefore, although participation rates in the New Zealand
labour force, like Australia, are relatively high, it is likely that reduc
tions in tax rates will improve productivity and participation in the
labour market.
Further, New Zealand statistics show that, based on the current per
sonal tax rate structure (including Working for Families tax credits
(WfF)), around 35% of all primary earners will face MTRs of 39% or
greater (rising to 50% by 2018). There is also signiﬁcant evidence of
taxplanning to mitigate the exposure to high MTRs which is under
mining the integrity and efﬁciency of the tax system. For example,
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IRD data shows increasingly large ‘spikes’ in the taxpayer income
distribution at incomes around $38,000 and $60,000, with ‘troughs’
immediately above those values. This is shown by the graph below:

There is also evidence of the growing use of trusts (where income can
be taxed at a ﬁnal rate of 33%) since the increase of the top personal
tax rate to 39%. Also, the difference between the top personal tax rate
of 39% and the company tax rate of 30% creates distortions such as
taxmotivated incorporation.
As well as affecting participation within New Zealand, in an increas
ingly globalised environment high tax rates also affect the decision of
workers, especially highlyskilled workers, to stay in New Zealand
or to work abroad. New Zealand’s highlyskilled labour has become
increasingly mobile and soughtafter globally. This is underscored
by transTasman migration in particular, causing problems for New
Zealand in terms of skills and knowledge retention and the ability
to foster an environment of innovation and entrepreneurship. This
labour mobility issue is highlighted by the fact that around 25% of
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skilled New Zealanders now live abroad. The substantial magnitude
of this expatriation is illustrated in the table below:

Personal income taxes in particular are damaging
A number of recent studies (including OECD studies), have con
cluded that some taxes are more damaging to economic growth than
others. In particular, they have found that income taxes are the most
damaging while consumption and certain property taxes are least
damaging. Further, personal income tax progressivity appears to ad
versely affect GDP levels.
International and domestic evidence highlights 3 existing aspects of
New Zealand’s tax system which are particularly harmful for revenue
integrity, economic efﬁciency and productivity growth:
•
High rates of personal income tax:
•
Large differentials between the top personal and corporate
rates of tax:
•
Different tax rates applying to different sources of income and
different forms of investment.
This evidence suggests a focus on the reduction of personal and cor
porate tax rates in order to maximise the growth gains from tax re
ductions. In determining where to most immediately focus tax cuts,
a key consideration is the need to address differences in tax rates
applicable to different sources of income and different business ve
hicles or investment forms – which provide tax arbitrage opportun
ities and cause investment and taxplanning responses to divert in
come towards taxfavoured forms. As a result of this taxinduced
behaviour, investment may be diverted into investments producing
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high posttax returns, despite higher pretax returns elsewhere. This
reduces national welfare through lower overall returns to the econ
omy. Such behaviour can also create serious and unsustainable tax
system integrity risks for the government. In addition, these dispar
ities also reduce equity between taxpayers, as an individual’s tax li
ability is less a function of the quantum of income earned and more
a function of the type of income and manner in which it is earned.
An example of rate disparities across certain forms of income and
investment vehicles can be seen in the following tables:
Examples of rate disparities across certain forms of income in
New Zealand
Taxable income

Marginal tax rate
if earned through
PIE (high earner)

Marginal tax rate
if held direct*
(high earner)

Marginal tax rate
if held by a trust*
(and taxed at
trustee level)

Interest

30%

39%

33%

Dividends

30%

39%

33%

* Assuming the individual is not a trader and shares are not bought for purpose of resale. With
respect to land, it is assumed that the individual is not a dealer, developer, subdivider, or
builder and that the land was not purchased with the purposes or intention of resale.

Examples of rate disparities across certain investment vehicles
in New Zealand
Investment vehicle

Marginal tax rate

Sole proprietor/individual

0%–39% depending on total taxable income.

Portfolio Investment Entity
(PIE)

Typically 19.5% or 30% depending on prior year
income of investor.

New Zealand Company

30%, then marginal rate of shareholder upon
distribution.

Trust

Trustee income: 33%; if beneﬁciary income:
generally marginal rate of beneﬁciary.
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Income taxed at 30%. There may be claw back on
payment of dividend to high marginal rate recipient
but also potential to pass through capital gains
through payment of taxfree dividend; losses may be
passed through to LAQC shareholders for use at their
marginal rate (e.g. 39%).

Partnerships

Ability to use exemption thresholds to escape tax on
sale of underlying interest in assets (e.g. up to $50,000
depreciation recovery). Otherwise marginal tax rate
of individual partner applies: 0%–39%.

In addition, horizontal inequity exists within the current tax system
as individuals on the same income level face differing MTRs and
ATRs depending on their personal circumstances. For example, an
individual without children earning $35,000 per year derived en
tirely from salary/wages will pay around $146 more per week in net
taxes than an identical individual who has 1 child (assuming no other
household income). This is a result of the targeted WfF tax credits.
Perceived inequity in the application of taxes can undermine the in
tegrity of the system and result in reduced voluntary compliance.
Consequently, the negative effects on efﬁciency and equity, com
bined with the tax system integrity risks associated with these dis
parities, shows that a lowering of personal taxes and alignment of
tax rates on different forms of income and investment are key mat
ters to address. However, such changes cannot be undertaken in a
vacuum and therefore must be considered in the overall context of
ﬁscal and macroeconomic constraints. For example, the current ﬁs
cal and macroeconomic situation requires prudence concerning the
extent of changes that can be made in the short to medium term.
Fiscal and macroeconomic context
New Zealand is currently in a recessionary period characterised by
lower than average consumption spending and economic growth, and
increasing unemployment. Shortterm economic stimulus, such as
that provided by a package of tax rate reductions, will encourage
people to continue spending, invest in human capital and to increase
employment opportunities. Such a stimulus can help smooth the
economy’s regular business cycle, maintaining a higher level of eco
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nomic growth than would otherwise have occurred. This is beneﬁcial
for New Zealand as a whole, particularly in terms of overall standards
of living.
With a deteriorating global economic outlook New Zealand is ex
pecting weaker economic growth in the next few years, resulting in
slower tax revenue growth and increased government expenditure.
In particular, revenues from GST and corporate tax are predicted to
fall, and expenditure on beneﬁt payments, superannuation, debt ser
vicing and KiwiSaver are predicted to rise. This is likely to lead to
sustained operating balance deﬁcits and higher debttoGDP ratios.
Under the ﬁscal responsibility provisions of the Public Finance Act
1989, the Crown is required to achieve and maintain prudent levels
of total debt. This provides some constraints around the extent to
which tax reductions can be made.
Accordingly, it is critical for any alterations to the tax system to
take into account the ﬁscal and macroeconomic implications of these
changes in the short, medium and longerterm. The BBLR frame
work assists in managing these implications through revenue recy
cling: that is through the elimination or modiﬁcation of less growth
enhancing features of the tax system and the application of the sav
ings towards a reduction in tax rates. All other variables held equal,
this process should produce an overall improvement in economic ef
ﬁciency as a result of lowering the level of distortion caused by tax
rates (and the wider tax system).
The options available to fund personal tax changes are discussed be
low under the ‘Alternative Options’ and ‘Preferred Option’ sections
of this statement.

Objectives
The overarching objective of the tax system is to raise the revenue
needed to fund government expenditure, in a ﬁscally responsible
manner, while doing the least harm possible to economic growth and
productivity.
The objective is to move systematically and incrementally toward
lower taxes pursuant to a BBLR approach to taxation, which will:
•
Improve incentives for labour supply, entrepreneurship, and
the retention of skilled labour within New Zealand:
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•

Improve the quality of investment and savings by decreasing
taxinduced distortions that divert savings and investment into
taxfavoured forms:
•
Contribute to a wider reform agenda aimed at boosting future
productivity growth whilst being sensitive to equity consider
ations.
As a step toward these objectives, a shorterterm objective is to re
duce the economic effects of the most harmful taxes; particularly per
sonal income taxes. As the top personal marginal income tax rate is
signiﬁcantly higher than the corporate and trust tax rates, a shortterm
objective is to lower personal rates in order to reduce the existing dis
torting disparity. This is consistent with a mediumterm goal of align
ing personal, trust, and company tax rates at a maximum of 30%.
Another key short term objective is to boost labour productivity and
participation and to retain skilled labour in New Zealand. Since
MTRs and ATRs impact on labour productivity, participation, and
migration decisions, a reduction in effective MTRs and ATRs will
reduce the negative impact in these areas.
In addition, the objective is to achieve the tax reduction in the
most costeffective manner (including funding through the removal
or modiﬁcation of other less growthenhancing features of the
tax system where possible, providing further beneﬁts through ra
tionalisation), with due attention being paid to the government’s
commitment to equity and wealth distribution, and to the ﬁscal and
macroeconomic effects of the tax changes.

Alternative options
Personal tax changes
A number of alternative options were canvassed to deal with the
aforementioned problems of high and inconsistent tax rates. From
the evidence presented above, raising taxes in order to remove dis
parities clearly runs contrary to a BBLR framework and the aim of
improving incentives for participation, labour productivity and mi
gration. Therefore only options including tax rate reductions are con
sidered suitable.
In deciding upon the magnitude of tax rate cuts and threshold
changes, the government is constrained by the ﬁscal and macroeco
nomic implications. The ﬁscal responsibility provisions of the Public
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Finance Act 1989, coupled with the most recent macroeconomic
forecasts, puts constraints around the level of tax rate reductions
and threshold changes that would be sustainable, particularly given
the requirement to maintain prudent levels of total Crown debt. A
package of smaller tax reductions is not considered adequate to suf
ﬁciently improve labour productivity, participation, and migration
incentives or provide the necessary ﬁscal stimulus given existing
macroeconomic conditions. Although tax rate reductions below the
preferred option are possible, the suggested tax changes represent
a balance between medium term goals and the current ﬁscal and
macroeconomic constraints.
To meet the objective of improving labour participation through a
decrease in effective ATRs, alternative options to the IETC are avail
able. An alternative way of providing an improvement to partici
pation incentives is through a different set of tax rate and threshold
changes. However, this alternative was rejected as it is ﬁscally ex
pensive and it is not well targeted at encouraging an important group
within society to enter the workforce.
In the context of a targeted credit, 2 alternative mechanisms of pro
viding the credit were considered. These were delivery through the
PAYE system as income is earned, or through an endofyear re
bate (or potentially somewhere in between). An endofyear rebate
mechanism is cheaper to administer and is likely to be more accurate
(given that the total income and circumstances of each applicant will
be known after the end of the tax year). However, the receipt of the
tax credit as income is earned provides superior work incentives as
the credit is received sooner. Given the objectives of the reform, and
the relatively minor difference in delivery costs, the rebate mechan
ism is not the preferred option.
In order to facilitate the changes to personal tax rates, various options
for funding the changes were considered. Increasing other tax types
to pay for the reduction in personal taxes runs contrary to the prin
ciple of increasing New Zealand’s international attractiveness, and
is inconsistent with the BBLR approach to taxation. Another option
considered was not offsetting the reduction in tax revenues through
the removal and modiﬁcation of other areas in the tax system. How
ever, not funding the changes was deemed too ﬁscally costly given
the already large projected future deﬁcits. The table below shows the
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ﬁscal cost of making the personal tax changes without offsetting the
cost through other tax system changes:
Fiscal cost of personal tax changes with no offsetting gains
($ million)
2008–09 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12

Tax rates
and threshold

Out
years

5year
total

211

818

702

616

719

3,066

Independent
Earner Rebate

44

239

356

364

353

1,356

Total cost

255

1,057

1,058

980

1,072

4,422

changes

Options for reducing government expenditure include expenditure
within the tax system, or from other areas of general expenditure,
including core Crown expenditure. By implication the BBLR ap
proach provides that less growthenhancing tax mechanisms are re
cycled into tax rate and threshold changes. Consequently, in terms of
tax system efﬁciency (and keeping administration costs low) the sav
ings should initially come from less growthenhancing areas within
the tax system. Two areas of spending have been identiﬁed from
within the current tax system – the R & D tax credit, and modiﬁca
tion of the KiwiSaver scheme.
R & D tax credit: options for repeal or modiﬁcation
If there are externalities associated with certain activities, there is an
economic case for providing a concession for these activities from
the BBLR framework. If, for example, ﬁrms undertaking R & D fail
to capture all of the beneﬁts, then left to their own devices, they may
undertake an inefﬁciently low level of such expenditure. However,
the 2001 Tax Review commented that externalities are pervasive and
it is generally impossible to measure the size of the relevant external
effects of intervening government measures. Therefore, deviations
from a broad base lowrate approach should be made only when a
substantial burden of proof is discharged.
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OECD tax recommendations in respect of New Zealand are mixed.
The 2007 working paper on the taxation system in New Zealand rec
ommended limiting exceptions to the corporate tax base by removing
the current preferential tax treatment for certain activities or indus
tries and resisting the introduction of new tax concessions. However,
the 2007 review of innovation policy identiﬁed the absence of larger
tax incentives as a notable weakness.
Information on whether there is underinvestment in R & D in New
Zealand relative to other countries is mixed. OECD comparative data
indicates that the ratio of business R & D to GDP is low. However,
recent work indicates that levels are higher than can be expected for
countries with similar characteristics to New Zealand and that busi
ness expenditure on R & D may have been underreported because
of survey design (by about 65% in 2006).
Tax credits for expenditure on R & D have applied from the 2008–09
income year. Businesses conducting eligible R & D can claim a 15%
refundable tax credit in respect of that expenditure. However, there
are some concerns around the R & D tax credit. The ﬁrst of these re
lates to the estimated ﬁscal cost of maintaining the credit, being $373
million per annum from 2011–12. There are also concerns about the
effectiveness of the credit. The aim of the credit was to generate
additional R & D, thereby increasing productivity in the economy.
However, given international experience, and anecdotal evidence,
the government is concerned that little additional expenditure will
be generated as a result of the credit. There are 2 principal causes
of concern: ﬁrstly, ﬁrms can claim the credit on preexisting R & D
investment plans, and secondly, recharacterisation of expenditure (to
ﬁt the eligibility criteria) may occur. Research in Australia has shown
that expenditure claimed under the Australian equivalent of the R &
D tax credit contains a signiﬁcant element of recharacterised expend
iture. There is clearly a risk that this may occur in the New Zealand
context. In addition, the credit involves signiﬁcant compliance costs
for ﬁrms and their advisors in preparing returns and in determining
which expenditure is eligible for the credit.
Given the above concerns, and the signiﬁcant ﬁscal and compliance
costs involved, the credit may not be justiﬁed by a sufﬁcient increase
in R & D investment.
There are alternatives to repealing the R & D tax credit in its entirety.
These include reducing the scope of what constitutes ‘eligible ex
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penditure’ and the rate of the refundable credit itself. However, these
options were not preferred as they still entail a signiﬁcant ﬁscal cost
and they do not address the concerns around whether the credit will
be effective in encouraging new R & D investment. The efﬁciency
gains from applying the revenue towards personal tax reductions are
considered superior to any gains derived from the continuation of the
R & D tax credit in a modiﬁed form.
KiwiSaver: options for modiﬁcation or retention of existing
scheme
KiwiSaver is 1 of 2 major policy initiatives designed to lift the level
of household saving, the other being lower taxes on personal saving
in portfolio investment entities. The overall objective of the Kiwi
Saver scheme is to encourage New Zealanders to acquire longterm
savings and asset accumulation habits in order to improve their ﬁnan
cial wellbeing particularly in retirement; and to make KiwiSaver an
enduring and affordable scheme for members, employers, and tax
payers.
A shortterm objective is to reduce areas of the scheme that do not
impact positively on savings incentives and to apply those saved rev
enues to highervalue areas. It is considered that the most immediate
highervalue use of the revenue is a reduction in personal tax rates
as this will improve savings incentives through an increase in the af
tertax returns from savings.
The KiwiSaver and PIE reforms include more favourable tax treat
ment for saving in the form of ﬁnancial assets. They also make per
sonal saving easier and more “automatic”. The existing KiwiSaver
scheme provides that:
•
Employees can choose to either contribute 4% or 8% of their
gross salary or wages to their KiwiSaver account, with the
default rate being 4%:
•
Employers are required to make compulsory employer contri
butions to their employees’ KiwiSaver schemes. The required
rate of contributions commenced at 1%, rising to 4% on 1 April
2011:
•
Employers receive an employer tax credit of up to $20 a week
per employee through the PAYE system, to offset the cost of
compulsory employer contributions:
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Employer contributions are exempt from employers’ super
annuation contribution tax (ESCT), subject to some limits.
The exemption from ESCT applies to the lesser of an amount
equal to the employee’s contribution, or 4% of the employee’s
gross salary or wages. Any employer contributions over the
exemption are subject to ESCT.
There are concerns around the value of the government’s expenditure
on KiwiSaver for several reasons. Firstly, the cost of the KiwiSaver
tax incentives is substantial and increasing due to higher than ex
pected uptake. Secondly, there are signiﬁcant concerns over whether
KiwiSaver’s incentives are overly generous – particularly given the
related PIE tax incentives. Further, there is now doubt as to whether
KiwiSaver expenditure represents an efﬁcient use of resources given
the scheme’s potential to:
•
facilitate the reallocation of existing savings rather than gen
erating additional new saving:
•
reduce overall levels of savings because of reduced levels of
government saving:
•
make the distribution of retirement wealth more inequitable.
In particular, there is concern that people on low incomes may not
be able to afford to join KiwiSaver and gain access to the incentives.
There is also some concern that employers and employees will strug
gle to meet their minimum contribution commitments in tightening
economic conditions. The ﬁrst annual KiwiSaver evaluation report
identiﬁes affordability (in particular the minimum 4% employee con
tribution rate) as a feature of the scheme that could be discouraging
enrolments by low income earners.
For these reasons, a reduction of the government’s expenditure on
KiwiSaver is favoured to fund the tax reductions which have a greater
potential to be growth enhancing.
In addition to the preferred option discussed below, the alternative
options that were considered to modify KiwiSaver to address these
issues included:
•
Reducing the minimum contribution rate to 2% for all Kiwi
Saver Members (i.e. new and existing members) including
for existing members who currently make a minimum contri
bution of 4%. This option is likely to attract some new en
trants to the scheme. However it is unlikely that many of these
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new entrants would be amongst the lowest income earners,
who would typically have an increase in their disposable in
comes as they move into retirement and receive New Zealand
Superannuation. Existing members whose contributions will
be reduced from 4% to 2% will have increased options to in
vest in other forms of longterm saving (or to increase current
consumption. The savings incentives are preferable under the
preferred option because existing members retain their current
contribution rate at 4% unless they elect to contribute at the
lower rate of 2%.
•
Retaining the employer tax credit (ETC). This option was not
considered a viable option as it is considered that there are
other positive inbuilt savings incentives in KiwiSaver to en
courage improved savings habits and greater savings levels.
Such incentives are further complemented by favourable tax
treatment under the PIE regime for savings. Therefore the
retention of the ETC, even at a reduced amount, creates un
necessary and unsustainable extra ﬁscal cost. For the same
reasons, the status quo, or a smaller reduction in relation to ei
ther the employer superannuation contribution tax exemption
or the fee subsidy were not considered to meet the objectives
sought.
In relation to member tax credits (MTCs), 2 alternative options were
considered:
•
Reduction of the MTC to 2% of wages: One option involved
a MTC of $20 per week but capped at 2% of wages. At a
contribution rate of 2%, employees earning less than $52,000
per year would put in less than the current contribution rate
of $1040 per year. So if the maximum MTC is capped at 2%,
those employees could not obtain the maximum MTC, which
could reduce their incentives to save and to develop effective
savings habits. This also creates equity issues if a person has
no income, for example, where contributions are out of cap
ital or a partner’s income or the member has a loss for tax pur
poses. In addition, Inland Revenue has indicated that basing
the MTC on income and contributions (rather than just contri
butions) would create signiﬁcant delivery problems. Requir
ing income data and associated changes to systems has sig
niﬁcant administrative and compliance costs, and adds to the
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scheme’s complexity. For these reasons this option was not
preferred.
MTC capped at $780 per annum – minimum contribution
rate of 2% but MTC continues to match member’s contri
butions up to maximum of $780: This option goes part way
to addressing the concerns raised by the Council of Trade
Unions’ option (discussed below), within a tighter ﬁscal con
straint. While the ﬁscal cost is lower than the preferred option,
on balance, this option is not preferred as earners may be worse
off than under the present arrangements. Although this option
is less costly than the preferred option, it is considered that
the savings incentives of the preferred option are preferable
to those provided by this option. Furthermore, the additional
ﬁscal cost is justiﬁed by the increased incentives for earners,
particularly lowerincome earners, to save.

•

Preferred option
Given the problems and objectives outlined in the sections above,
and the alternative options available, the preferred option consists of
four components:
•
Changes to personal tax rates and thresholds:
•
Introduction of an Independent Earner Tax Credit:
•
Repeal of the R & D tax credit:
•
Changes to KiwiSaver.
Each of the preferred components will require technical changes to
legislation and regulation to give effect to the substantive changes.
The substantive changes, and their impacts, are discussed below.
Changes to personal tax rates and thresholds
The preferred option involves making amendments to the Income Tax
Act that would rebalance the personal tax rate structure as follows:
Rate

1 April 2009

Rate

1 April 2010

Rate

1 April 2011

12.5%

up to $14,000

12.5%

up to $14,000

12.5%

up to $14,000

21%

$14,001 to
$48,000

21%

$14,001 to
$50,000

20%

$14,001 to
$50,000
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33%

$48,001 to
$70,000

33%

$50,001 to
$70,000

33%

$50,001 to
$70,000

38%

over $70,000

37%

over $70,000

37%

over $70,000

Rationale for the preferred option
Globalisation, in terms of increased international competition for
goods, capital and labour, is changing the context in which domestic
taxes are set. Globalisation is on an upward trend, and though
individual countries such as New Zealand can run against those
trends in the short term, doing so is generally unsustainable in the
longerterm. Importantly, New Zealand cannot ignore the impact of
globalisation on its labour market. Our vulnerability as a nation to
labour mobility was discussed under the ‘Status Quo and Problem’
section of this statement.
These trends have signiﬁcant implications for New Zealand’s tax pol
icy settings: taxes on labour in particular can no longer be set inde
pendently of international developments. The consequences of do
ing so are increased outmigration of the personal tax base (and the
skills and knowledge bases). Setting personal and corporate tax rates
independently of each other is also increasingly undermining tax sys
tem integrity via tax planning and arbitrage opportunities as well as
taxmotivated incorporation.
Given the relative mobility of New Zealand labour, the sensitivity of
human capital to taxes, and the need to compete internationally for
skilled labour, a coordinated strategy for reform of the personal tax
rate structure in New Zealand is necessary.
The damage to growth arising from high MTRs and ATRs (through
personal taxes in particular) has also been highlighted under the ‘Sta
tus Quo and Problem’ section of this statement. This damage is
impeding growth which is a key determinant of the quality of New
Zealanders’ living standards. The preferred personal tax changes aim
to reduce this damage (i.e. reduce the negative impact of taxation
on labour productivity, participation, and migration decisions). The
changes should be viewed as part of a strategic objective of reducing
MTRs and ATRs over time as macroeconomic and ﬁscal conditions
allow. This longerterm drive to reduce the impact of taxes on eco
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nomic decisionmaking is a fundamental part of following the BBLR
approach to tax policy.
The preferred tax structure changes outlined above will lower indi
viduals’ MTRs and ATRs in a manner that is ﬁscally responsible and
appropriate in the macroeconomic context. The package is ﬁscally
sustainable as it is funded through the removal of the R & D tax
credits and certain KiwiSaver changes. These are discussed in more
detail below. Consequently, the preferred option is selffunding and
does not result in imprudent debt consequences for the government.
Given the tightening economic conditions as a result of a recession
ary period and a crisis in the global ﬁnancial sector, the shortterm ﬁs
cal stimulus provided by the tax cut package should assist in reducing
the severity of the macroeconomic situation for New Zealand. Cur
rent economic conditions have underscored the need to act quickly
in providing this stimulus.
The reduction in personal tax rates under the preferred option will
also assist in easing the tax base integrity concerns arising through
tax avoidance and tax arbitrage that occur out of a disparity of rates
across investment forms – particularly by closing the gap between
the top personal tax rate and the corporate tax rate.
Introduction of an independent earner tax credit
The changes to personal tax also include the introduction of an inde
pendent earner tax credit (IETC) from 1 April 2009 that will deliver
$10 per week to individuals that earn income of between $24,000
and $44,000 and do not receive a beneﬁt, WfF tax credits or New
Zealand superannuation. The IETC will be abated at 13 cents for
every dollar of income earned over $44,000. For salary and wage
earners the IETC will be delivered each pay period by way of a re
duction in PAYE tax that the employer withholds.
The IETC is preferred because it increases incentives for participa
tion in the workforce by targeting a speciﬁc group within society.
This group is represented by those earning below the fulltime min
imum wage of just below $25,000 per annum. By encouraging in
creased labour participation – there are positive ﬂowon effects for
growth. Another key beneﬁt from the targeted feature of the mech
anism is that it helps minimise the associated ﬁscal cost, which less
targeted options do not.
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Overall, the preferred option involves lowering MTRs and ATRs.
This will help enhance New Zealand’s growth prospects by provid
ing an improvement in labour productivity, labour participation, and
labour migration, as well as reducing the magnitude of the existing
tax base sustainability issues arising through rate disparities. Al
though there may be a regressive element for those earning slightly
under the $24,000 threshold relative to those earning slightly above
it, this is considered to be outweighed by the overall economic bene
ﬁts arising from increased participation. Further, the IETC will im
prove incentives for those earning below $24,000 to move toward
fulltime work by reducing the ATRs that apply between $24,000 and
$50,000 for those eligible for the IETC, and by providing an incen
tive to meet the $24,000 minimum threshold income for the IETC. As
this threshold is below the fulltime income of someone earning the
statutory minimum hourly wage, all fulltime workers should earn
enough income to meet the minimum income threshold of the IETC.
Repeal of the R & D tax credit
The third component of the preferred option is the repeal of the R &
D tax credit from the 2009–10 income year.
Rationale for the preferred option
Given the concerns with the effectiveness of the tax credit outlined
above, as well as the signiﬁcant ﬁscal and compliance costs, repeal
ing the tax credit is the preferred option. Other options considered,
such as modiﬁcation to the rate or eligibility criteria, do not sufﬁ
ciently address these concerns and still involve a ﬁscal cost. There
fore repeal of the tax credit and commitment of the majority of the
savings to fund personal tax reductions is preferred.
For the reasons given above, and as the R & D tax credit represents a
notable exception to the BBLR approach to taxation, using the sav
ings from repeal of the tax credit to fund the personal tax reductions
is considered to have greater growthenhancing potential than its re
tention.
Government support for R & D continues through various existing
grant mechanisms. In order to further R & D investment, the gov
ernment has decided to commit part of the savings from the repeal of
the tax credit to alternative R & D development.
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KiwiSaver
The options that are preferred in relation to the modiﬁcation of the
KiwiSaver scheme, and the reasons these are preferred, are set out
below.
Proposal 1: Reducing minimum employee contribution rates to 2%
The new minimum contribution rate for employees proposed is 2%
of gross wages. Existing members would retain their current contri
bution rate unless they elect to reduce their contribution to the lower
rate (2%). The default rate for new members would be 2%, although
they could choose to contribute at a higher rate. The new minimum
matching contribution rate for employers will also be reduced from
4% to 2%.
This option is preferred as it partly mitigates the disadvantages as
sociated with a lower member contribution rate of 2% at a reduced
ﬁscal cost. The design of KiwiSaver is heavily based on behavioural
literature, which suggests that due to inertia many existing members
are likely to remain on the 4% contribution rate and not elect to con
tribute at the lower rate. This option addresses the affordability issue
for those on lower incomes (who may struggle to save at a 4% rate)
while maintaining overall savings at a higher level than the 2% min
imum. Apart from providing greater support in retirement for savers,
a higher level of saving has wider beneﬁts in terms of supporting ﬁ
nancial system development.
Proposal 2: Repealing the employer tax credit (ETC)
In the shortterm employers would bear the full cost of removing
the ETC, as reducing the employer minimum contribution rate to 2%
would only impact over time. It should be noted that this cost will
also impact on the Crown as an employer. In any event, although
employers would bear the full cost initially, it is likely to be passed
onto employees in the longerterm through lower wage increases.
If employers impose the cost differentially on KiwiSaver members,
it will reduce the incentive to save. However, some employers are
likely to eschew this approach (i.e. keeping takehome wages the
same for members and nonmembers). To the extent this happens
there will be only a small reduction in the incentive to save.
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Given the economic climate and the need to fund tax reductions that
have greater growthenhancing potential, this option is preferred to
the alternatives of either retaining the credit, or reducing the amount
or application of the credit, despite the costs to ﬁrms of removing
the ETC. These costs would fall heavily on ﬁrms in labour intensive
industries, where there are large numbers of KiwiSaver members.
While the cost could potentially be offset through lowering tax rates
and harmonising tax rates for different forms of investment, there
could be some transitional issues, particularly for ﬁrms that are just
breaking even. Such ﬁrms would be unlikely to fully beneﬁt in the
short term from a reduction in tax rates because their taxable income
would already be low – having to incur the full cost of the ETC could
result in some hardship for these businesses. However, the personal
tax cuts will also help fund ﬁscal stimulus from which these employ
ers should beneﬁt.
Proposal 3: Reducing the employer superannuation contribution
tax exemption (ESCT) to 2%
Reducing the employer superannuation contribution tax exemption
(ESCT) to 2% for KiwiSaver and other qualifying schemes is pre
ferred as it contributes toward highervalue tax cuts. Given other
saving incentives in KiwiSaver and the complementary PIE regime,
the higher tax exemption creates unnecessary ﬁscal cost. Therefore,
the preferred option is to reduce the tax exemption and divert the sav
ings into the highervalue tax cuts.
Although reducing the ESCT exemption to 2% for KiwiSaver and
other qualifying schemes is likely to have a small effect on saving
incentives and consequently on ﬁnancial system development, this
impact will be smaller than complete removal of the tax exemption,
while recognising the ﬁscal objectives outlined above.
Proposal 4: Reducing member tax credits (MTCs)
Minimum contribution rate of 2% but MTC continues to match mem
ber’s contributions up to maximum of $1,040.
Under this proposal from the Council of Trade Unions, the amount of
the member tax credit can continue to be calculated on the basis of the
level of contribution by the member, up to a maximum of $1,040 per
year. If salary or wages are less than $52,000, the member may still
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choose to contribute at the minimum 2% rate, and, as a consequence,
not receive the full MTC on their contribution level. Alternatively,
they could contribute more than the minimum 2% in order to receive
the maximum credit of $1,040 per year. Nonemployees will receive
the amount of the credit based on their contribution level up to a
maximum of $1,040 per year.
While the ﬁscal impact of this option is greater than capping the MTC
at 2% of a member’s wages regardless of their contributions (i.e. an
additional $791 million over 5 years), it is preferred as it provides
better savings incentives and is more equitable than the alternative
options. Further, it does not create additional administrative or com
pliance costs than those currently being incurred in relation to mem
ber tax credits.
Proposal 5: Discontinuing the fee subsidy of $40 per annum
Removal of the fee subsidy is unlikely to discourage nonmembers
from joining the scheme. The impact will be felt most by members
who are on contribution holidays and who are not receiving the MTC.
This option is preferred as overall, the risks and negative impacts
from discontinuing this beneﬁt are considered relatively minor, and
the growth beneﬁts from recycling the revenue are considered to be
greater than the beneﬁts of retaining the fee subsidy.
Impacts of the preferred option: Fiscal impact
The table below shows the net operating balance impact of proceed
ing with:
•
Changes to the personal tax rate structure:
•
Introduction of the new independent earner tax credit:
•
Discontinuation of the R & D tax credit from the beginning of
the 2009–10 income year:
•
Changes to KiwiSaver.
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cost/(saving) in $millions
2008–09 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13

Tax rates

5year
total

211

818

702

616

719

3,066

44

239

356

364

353

1,356

Removal of
Research &
Development
tax credit

(54)

(243)

(290)

(332)

(373)

(1,292)

KiwiSaver
changes

(86)

(657)

(828)

(947)

(1,021)

(3,539)

Net reduction
in operating
balance

115

157

(60)

(299)

(322)

(409)

and threshold
changes
Independent
Earner Tax Credit

The government intends to use one third of the savings from the re
peal of the R & D tax credit to fund other innovation initiatives. The
ﬁscal costs outlined above do not include that cost because they are
outside the scope of the bill. However, once those innovation initia
tives are put into effect the net costs of the total package will increase
accordingly.
The ﬁscal impact of the four changes above yields net savings of
$409 million over the ﬁveyear forecast period, with $322 million
in ongoing net savings. The cost of tax rates and threshold changes
were calculated using Treasury’s microsimulation model (known as
Taxwell), based on 2006–07 Household Economic Survey data. The
cost of the Independent Earner Tax Credit was calculated using In
land Revenue’s model based on tax return data. Where appropriate,
the above numbers include an offsetting tax clawback (15.54%) on
the basis that taxpayers will spend a portion of their tax cut on goods
and services that attract GST and excise taxes. The cost of the tax
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changes above also takes account of consequential changes to New
Zealand Superannuation payments.
If there is an increase in claims from businesses accelerating their
R & D programmes to bring forward expenditure planned for future
years, the savings for the 2008–09 and 2009–10 years from repealing
the tax credit may be less than indicated in the table above. Given
that sufﬁcient information is not available to judge how claims will be
affected, the ﬁgures given in the table constitute the best information
available on the savings from repealing the credit.
The KiwiSaver changes in the table above include the removal of the
ETC, the change in cost of the MTC, an adjustment in the cost of the
ESCT exemption, and the removal of the fee subsidy.
The ETC cost was calculated at the PreElection Economic and Fiscal
Update 2008 (PREFU08).
The MTC change in cost from PREFU08 is due to the change in
the minimum employee contribution rate from 4% to 2%. For those
earning under $52,000 per year, 2% of gross salary is not equal to
the maximum MTC of $1,040. As some people will top up their
contributions to $1,040 per year, an average contribution rate of 3%
was assumed.
The ESCT exemption cost was adjusted through both a forecasting
change and a policy change. The forecasting change was adjusted
using updated enrolment data from PREFU08 (the previous cost was
based on the Budget Economic and Fiscal Update 2008). The change
in policy that affects the cost of the ESCT was the capping of compul
sory employer contributions at 2%. Decreasing the ESCT cap meant
that more tax will be collected through increased company proﬁts
due to the decrease in expected employer contribution costs.
The fee subsidy cost was also calculated at PREFU08.
Impacts of the preferred option: Macroeconomic impact
The macroeconomic effects of the entire package of changes are dif
ﬁcult to predict with certainty, particularly given the current macroe
conomic environment and the fact that R & D and KiwiSaver are
relatively new initiatives. However, Treasury considers that the key
macroeconomic effects derive primarily from the tax cuts (including
the IETC) and it is the effects from the tax cuts that are most imme
diately able to be modelled. The discussion below relates to the tax
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changes over and above those made through the 2008 tax cut pack
age.
Personal tax changes
The impact of personal income tax cuts and the IETC on the econ
omy are seen mainly through greater aggregate demand arising from
higher private consumption driven from larger disposable incomes.
Treasury has estimated that the proposed changes to personal taxes
could increase growth in real GDP by approximately 0.3% beyond
the level of growth there would have been in the absence of the
changes, over the year to 31 March 2010.
This estimate assumes the tax changes will only impact on the labour
market through increased employment (i.e. higher consumer spend
ing boosts the demand for labour). No change in the supply of labour
from the tax cuts has been assumed in the modelling, as there is insuf
ﬁcient reliable data on this variable. However, notwithstanding this,
as a consequence of the tax cuts, it would be expected, at the mar
gin, increased incentives to participate in the workforce, increased
incentives to work longer, and increased incentives for skilled labour
to stay in or relocate to New Zealand. Therefore these changes may
have a ﬂowon impact on the productivity and growth of the econ
omy through their impact on the labour market.
The precise nature of the response to personal tax cuts is difﬁcult
to predict. For example, the effect could be smaller if the weaker
economic environment encourages households to save more of the
tax cuts than has been assumed.
R & D tax credits
Given the concerns about the effectiveness of the R & D tax credit
it was considered that there were minimal effects in repealing it, al
though due to its relatively new introduction there is insufﬁcient data
to quantify any marginal effects. The government considers that
there are greater growth beneﬁts from personal tax cuts and there
fore that it is preferable to repeal the R & D tax credit and apply the
savings towards that end. Further, to the extent that the repeal of
the tax credit reduces recharacterisation of expenditure (and the as
sociated costs in doing so), there will be positive ﬂowon effects for
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growth. It is not possible to quantify these aggregate beneﬁts due to
data limitations.
KiwiSaver
Given that current KiwiSaver policy settings are considered very
generous in the areas currently being modiﬁed, it is considered that
the removal/scaling back of these features will have minimal impact
on household savings levels. Again, there is insufﬁcient data avail
able to quantify this impact. The key macroeconomic effects in re
spect of the KiwiSaver scheme are reﬂected in the growth beneﬁts
from personal tax reductions. However, a reduction in the minimum
contribution rates may result in many KiwiSaver accounts with small
balances. This could have a negative impact on overheads and fees.
Impacts of the preferred option: Compliance cost impact
The preferred option has 3 separate elements which may cause com
pliance costs: 1) lowering of personal tax rates, increasing thresh
olds, and the IETC; 2) repeal of the R & D tax credit; and 3) changes
to KiwiSaver.
Each of these components should be assessed separately for their
compliance costs; although there may be some reduction in aggregate
compliance costs through economies of scale if ﬁrms and individuals
are able to make these changes at the same time.
Personal tax changes
The personal tax changes (including the IETC) will have implications
for employers and employees. The IETC will be delivered through
the PAYE system. This minimises the associated compliance costs
for employers and employees.
The delivery of the tax credit through the PAYE system will ne
cessitate new tax codes being used by employers. There will be a
oneoff compliance cost in understanding and processing these new
tax codes. This cost will be mitigated by using standard tax change
procedures with which employers are already familiar. There should
be no signiﬁcant differences for small and mediumsized enterprises
and large businesses in this regard.
Employers will not need to collect new information from their staff,
or make substantive systems changes. Similar compliance impacts
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will occur in relation to the selfemployed and contractors, who will
need to ensure they understand the new rates and changes, and where
applicable, the IETC. There will be some additional compliance costs
for people that have not received the correct amount of IETC during
the year. These people may be required to ﬁle a personal tax summary
with Inland Revenue in order to determine their ﬁnal tax liability.
Although exact costings are not available given time constraints,
overall the compliance costs for these changes are considered
minimal.
Repealing the R & D tax credit
The R & D tax credit currently entails compliance costs for ﬁrms
and organisations who are seeking the credit in respect of work that
falls within the eligible expenditure criteria. These ﬁrms incur com
pliance costs in the form of specialist assistance in calculating tax
credit claims, and in the form of systems modiﬁcations in order to
collect the required information. There are indications that substan
tial resources have been diverted within New Zealand advisory and
consulting ﬁrms to assist taxpayers in claiming R & D tax credits.
The repeal of the credit would remove these compliance costs on an
ongoing basis. There will be a minimal compliance cost for ﬁrms
and their advisors in understanding these changes, but no system or
process changes will need to be made as a result, so this will be a
minimal oneoff compliance impact. Therefore it is expected that the
repeal of the tax credit will, on balance, and on an ongoing basis, de
crease compliance costs for these ﬁrms. The minimal costs of under
standing these changes can be mitigated by an effective communica
tion programme which is being developed.
Many ﬁrms undertaking R & D and advisors to these ﬁrms are likely
to have incurred signiﬁcant setup costs in relation to the implemen
tation of the R & D tax credit, particularly in relation to large R &
D projects. As the R & D credit has not yet been in operation for
a full income year, data on these costs is not available. However,
the aggregate beneﬁts associated with tax reductions are expected to
substantially outweigh these costs.
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KiwiSaver changes
The KiwiSaver changes will have compliance costs for employees,
employers and providers.
Compliance costs faced by employees (including those who will be
come employees in the future) will be in understanding the changes,
and responding to these when the changes are introduced (for exist
ing members), or when they enter the KiwiSaver scheme (e.g. when
the enter the workforce, or become members later on).
Existing employees will need to consider the changes to the min
imum contribution rate, and notify their employer if they wish to use
the lower 2% contribution rate. In addition, on an ongoing basis,
employees will be able to consider whether they wish to change
their contribution rate, as is permitted under the scheme every three
months unless an employer allows a more frequent change.
In relation to employees who become members of KiwiSaver in the
future, as part of the automatic enrolment process, unless the em
ployee notiﬁes the employer of a contribution rate, the employee will
be defaulted to the new 2% rate. An employee will be able to elect
a higher rate by notifying their employer of that higher rate. If an
employee who is already a member starts new employment on or af
ter 1 April 2009 and does not notify the employer of a contribution
rate, that employee will default to the new 2% rate. The compliance
costs are unlikely to be higher for these employees than the previous
arrangements, unless they were familiar with the prior arrangements,
in which case they will have to ensure they understand the revised ar
rangements. As for existing members, new members will be able to
reconsider their contribution rate at 3monthly intervals, unless their
employer allows more frequent changes.
Removal of the fee subsidy will impact on KiwiSaver members who
have account with small balances and no contributions and inad
equate returns as their account balances will erode over time.
While there is insufﬁcient data to accurately quantify these compli
ance costs, overall it is expected that the impact on employees will
be minor, and will largely occur on a oneoff basis; although there
will be minimal ongoing costs.
The KiwiSaver changes will also impact employers. Employers will
be affected by the minimum member contribution changes, removal
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of the employer tax credit, reduction in the minimum employer con
tribution rate, and the change in the ESCT rules.
The change in the minimum member contribution rate will cause
oneoff costs to employers. Employers will need to action requests
from their existing employees to adopt the new 2% contribution rate.
For those employees that default to the new 2% rate, employers may
need to action requests to adopt a higher rate. The impact will de
pend on the number of requests received. Payroll systems may need
adjustment to allow for a 2% contribution rate and the default rate
from 1 April 2009 being 2%.
The proposed matching compulsory employer contribution cap of
2% will have minimal impact on employers, as the current compul
sory rate is 1% and was due to increase to 2% on 1 April 2009. Em
ployers who currently contribute more than 2% voluntarily will be
able to continue to do so although they may now want to reassess
given that the previous requirement for employers to eventually con
tribute at the 4% rate will not proceed. These compliance costs will
be minimal.
The reduction in the ESCT exemption will only impact on those em
ployers who are making an employer contribution of more than 2%.
For these employers it will require them to become familiar with
ESCT rules for the ﬁrst time. It will also require them to split their
contributions between the taxable amount and the exempt amount
and deduct ESCT from the taxable amount and pay that tax to In
land Revenue as part of the PAYE process. These compliance costs
will be oneoff, in understanding the changes, and making decisions
about how to respond to these changes, and if they choose to continue
contributing at a higher rate, will also be ongoing. There is a possi
bility that employers currently offering more than a 2% employer
contribution may reconsider their KiwiSaver offer to minimise these
compliance costs.
The discontinuation of the employer tax credit will mean that some
employers will face a real increase in remuneration costs. In addition,
once the changes are implemented, employers will need to change
their payroll systems to remove the employer tax credit. The cost
of removing the ETC would fall heavily on ﬁrms in labour intensive
industries, where there are large numbers of KiwiSaver members.
While the cost could potentially be offset through lowering tax rates
and harmonising tax rates for different forms of investment, there
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could be some transitional issues, particularly for ﬁrms that are just
breaking even. Such ﬁrms would be unlikely to fully beneﬁt in the
short term from a reduction in tax rates because their taxable income
would already be low – having to incur the full cost of the ETC could
result in hardship for these businesses. However, the personal tax
cuts will also help fund ﬁscal stimulus from which these employers
will beneﬁt in tightening economic conditions.
Early notiﬁcation, and good communication, of these changes will
mitigate these compliance costs to an extent as employers will be able
to adjust in advance. A communications strategy is being prepared.
Therefore the compliance costs for employers in relation to the Kiwi
Saver are moderate. These changes are likely to impact more heavily
on small and medium enterprises that will have to invest compar
atively more time implementing these changes. These compliance
costs have not been quantiﬁed due to insufﬁcient data and time. In
addition, employers have faced prior changes to KiwiSaver, which
may increase the degree of frustration with these changes and the
perceived compliance costs.
A third group that will face compliance costs from these proposals
are KiwiSaver providers. This will be a oneoff cost, as the proposal
will require KiwiSaver providers to amend their investment state
ments and documentation to reﬂect: 1) the 2% employee contribu
tion rate; 2) the compulsory employer contribution rate of 2%; and 3)
the discontinuation of the fee subsidy. This will require providers to
redraft and reprint their investment statements incurring both legal
and printing costs. To minimise these compliance costs, a limited
regulatory exemption is recommended so that existing investment
statements continue to be valid for a period of time to allow the new
documentation to be drafted, printed and available for issue.
Therefore, although quantiﬁcation is not possible, compliance costs
for providers will be a oneoff cost of amending their documentation.
This will impact more heavily on smaller providers.
Impacts of the preferred option: Administration cost impact
There will be administrative costs to Inland Revenue in respect of
the preferred option. These are assessed below for each component
of the preferred option.
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Implementing personal tax changes
The estimated administration costs of implementing the changes to
personal tax and the IETC through the PAYE option are:
$ million
2008–09 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13
& out
years
Operating

2.832

6.493

8.420

8.420

8.420

Capital

0.835

0.553

–

–

–

Total (lower range)

3.667

7.046

8.420

8.420

8.420

Contingency (25%)

0.917

1.762

2.110

2.110

2.110

Total (upper range)

4.584

8.808

10.530

10.530

10.530

Inland Revenue have indicated that they will need to revise their op
erating approach to the generation of personal tax summaries (PTS)
to manage the work volume resulting from these changes. The pro
posed solution for this is to reduce the circumstances where a PTS
is automatically generated, and Inland Revenue are comfortable that
this approach will be manageable and will mitigate organisational
risk.
Repealing R & D tax credit
Repealing the R & D tax credit will lead to administrative savings
in the longer term. In the shortterm, although the credit is to be re
pealed, administrative costs will still be incurred through the manage
ment of disputes, returns ﬁling, processing and auditing. In addition,
Inland Revenue anticipate that some claims may be brought forward
to take advantage of the credit, increasing the volume of work, and
posing stafﬁng challenges. In addition, an evaluation programme of
the credit will need to be refocused on the sole year of the tax credit’s
availability.
The savings from 2010–11 onwards derive from the resources that
will no longer be required to process and audit R & D tax credit
claims. However, a minor capital charge may apply for a number
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of years. Repealing the R & D tax credit is estimated to result in the
following administrative savings:
$ million
2008–09 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14
& out
years
Operating

–

–

(1.816)

(3.137)

(3.279)

(5.700)

Implementing KiwiSaver changes
The administration costs of the KiwiSaver changes are estimated as
follows:
$ million
2008–09 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13
& out
years
Operating

3.206

0.664

0.356

0.316

0.316

Capital

0.949

0.028

–

–

–

Total (lower range)

4.155

0.692

0.356

0.316

0.316

Contingency (20%)

0.831

0.138

0.071

0.063

0.063

Total (upper range)

4.986

0.830

0.427

0.379

0.379

The costs arise from dealing with an increased number of telephone
calls and increased complexity in the processing of employer
monthly schedules.
These estimates are in addition to the KiwiSaver legislative and re
medial work already underway as a result of the July 2008 Tax Bill.
These changes will need to be undertaken in conjunction with that
work and timeframe. A contingency (20%) has been included to al
low for any increased costs as a result of the tight schedule to imple
ment these changes on top of a signiﬁcant existing KiwiSaver work
load.
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Discontinuing the ETC will lead to further administrative savings
in the longer term. In the shortterm, administrative costs will still
be incurred through employer enquiries, revenue assessments and
account reviews. The savings from 2010–11 onwards derive from the
resources that will no longer be required to manage and process the
ETC including handling general enquiries and managing exceptions.
However, a minor capital charge may apply for a number of years.

Implementation and review
Personal tax changes, IETC, and R & D tax credit repeal
Under the RIS requirements, this section does not need to be com
pleted in respect of tax policy changes. Implementation issues for
each of these are discussed above.
KiwiSaver
A comprehensive communications programme outlining the scope
and implementation timeline will be developed. This will ensure
that the proposals are signalled in advance and affected parties have
sufﬁcient time to adjust.
KiwiSaver is also the subject of a comprehensive Joint Evaluation
Strategy. This process will provide quantitative and qualitative data
on the impact that KiwiSaver (including the current proposals) has
had on savings activity. It will also provide data on the recent PIE
taxrelated savings changes. However, a full evaluation of results
will not be available until 2013.

Consultation
Given the unusual timeframes around these changes, consultation
was not as extensive as it would have been under the Generic Tax
Policy Process (GTPP). However, despite a very limited timeframe,
consultation was done among relevant government departments for
each of the changes; and where possible proposals were discussed
with other stakeholders.
Personal tax
Although not a formal requirement, in normal circumstances the full
GTPP would be undertaken in developing these legislative propos
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als. This would typically entail the development of a Government
discussion document, the receipt and analysis of public submissions,
and the subsequent reﬁnement of policy proposals. However, given
the timing of the election, the policy objectives of reducing the dam
age caused by high tax rates, and the need to provide ﬁscal stimulus
as soon as is practicable, the passing of urgent legislation will be re
quired prior to the end of 2008 in order to bring the proposals into
timely effect. This leaves insufﬁcient time to follow the full GTPP
process. Notwithstanding the fact that there has been limited time
to consult, the proposals for personal tax cuts and threshold changes
were signaled well in advance of the 2008 election in the National
Party’s election Manifesto. Inland Revenue and the Treasury have
been consulted in connection with these proposals. The Department
of the Prime Minister and Cabinet has been informed.
R & D tax credits
The repeal of the R & D tax credit to fund a reduction in personal tax
rates was included in the National Party’s election Manifesto. Since
the election no additional consultation speciﬁcally on the repeal of
the R & D tax credit has been undertaken. However, there has been
public comment that the R & D tax credit may not result in additional
R & D. Other public comment has been made to the effect that the
removal of the tax credit may reduce productivity growth (although
using the resulting revenue to reduce personal taxes will also increase
productivity). There has also been public comment from those who
potentially beneﬁt from the tax credit supporting its retention. Inland
Revenue and the Treasury were consulted, and the Ministry of Re
search, Science and Technology was informed, in connection with
these proposals. The Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet has
been informed.
KiwiSaver
The National Party’s KiwiSaver and Superannuation election Man
ifesto policy was released in October 2008. This policy statement
underpins the proposals outlined above. The National Party did not
consult external stakeholders in connection with its Manifesto pol
icy. The following departments were consulted in connection with
these proposals: Inland Revenue, the Treasury, the State Services
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Commission, the Department of Labour, the Ministry of Economic
Development, and the Securities Commission. The Investment Sav
ings and Insurance Association, the Financial Services Federation,
and the Association of Superannuation Funds of New Zealand have
also been consulted in relation to any transitional relief with com
pliance with other legislation and Securities Regulations 1983. The
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet has been informed.

Hon Bill English
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The Parliament of New Zealand enacts as follows:
1

Title
This Act is the Taxation (Urgent Measures and Annual Rates)
Act 2008.

2
(1)

Commencement
This Act comes into force on the date on which it receives the
Royal assent, except as provided in this section.
In Part 1, other than sections 3, 4, and 15,—
(a) the subsections (1) of the sections come into force on
1 April 2009:
(b) the subsections (2) of the sections come into force on
1 April 2010:
(c) the subsections (3) of the sections come into force on
1 April 2011.
In Part 2,––
(a) sections 24, 27, and 28 are treated as coming into
force on 19 December 2007:
(b) sections 19(1)(a) and (b) are treated as coming into
force on 1 April 2008:
(c) sections 19(1)(c), 21, 25, and 26 come into force on
1 April 2009:
(d) sections 19(1)(d), 20(2) to (7), and 22 come into
force on 1 October 2009.
In Part 3,––
(a) sections 33(1) and 40 are treated as coming into force
on 1 April 2008:
(b) section 41 is treated as coming into force on 29 May
2008:
(c) sections 34 and 35 are treated as coming into force
on 1 October 2008:

(2)

(3)

(4)
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sections 29, 31, 33(2), 36(2), 37, and 39 come into

force on 1 April 2009:
(e) section 32 comes into force on 1 April 2010.
In Part 4, sections 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55,
56(2) and (3), 57, and 58 come into force on 1 April 2009. 5

Part 1
Personal tax cuts
3

Application
In this Part, in sections 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 17,—
(a) the subsections (1) of those sections apply for the 10
2009–10 income year and later income years:
(b) the subsections (2) of those sections apply for the
2010–11 income year and later income years:
(c) the subsections (3) of those sections apply for the
2011–12 income year and later income years.
15

Amendments to Income Tax Act 2007
4

Income Tax Act 2007
Sections 5 to 14 amend the Income Tax Act 2007.

5
(1)

Payment of extra pay with other PAYE income payments
Section RD 17(2) is replaced by the following:
20
“Between $48,000 and $70,000
“(2) If the sum of the amounts referred to in subsection (1) is more
than $48,000 but no more than $70,000, the amount of tax for
the extra pay that must be withheld is the amount determined
using the basic amounts of tax for PAYE income payments set 25
out in schedule 2, part B, table 1, row 2 (Basic tax rates for
PAYE income payments).”
(2) Section RD 17(2) is replaced by the following:
“Between $50,000 and $70,000
“(2) If the sum of the amounts referred to in subsection (1) is more 30
than $50,000 but no more than $70,000, the amount of tax for
the extra pay that must be withheld is the amount determined
using the basic amounts of tax for PAYE income payments set

5
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out in schedule 2, part B, table 1, row 2 (Basic tax rates for
PAYE income payments).”
6
(1)
(2)

Single rate option
In section RD 58(1), “64%” is replaced by “61%”.
In section RD 58(1), “61%” is replaced by “59%”.

7
(1)
(2)

Alternate rate option
In section RD 59(3), “64%” is replaced by “61%”.
In section RD 59(3), “61%” is replaced by “59%”.

8
(1)
(2)

Close company option
In section RD 60(3)(a), “64%” is replaced by “61%”.
In section RD 60(3)(a), “61%” is replaced by “59%”.

9
(1)
(2)

Small business option
In section RD 61(3)(a), “64%” is replaced by “61%”.
In section RD 61(3)(a), “61%” is replaced by “59%”.

10

Schedule 1—Basic tax rates: income tax, ESCT, RSCT,
RWT, and attributed fringe beneﬁts: part A
Schedule 1, part A, table 1 is replaced by the following:

(1)

Table 1
Row

Range of dollar in taxable income

Tax rate

1

$0 – $14,000

0.125

2

$14,001 – $48,000

0.210

3

$48,001 – $70,000

0.330

4

$70,001 upwards

0.380

How to use this table:
Find the range in the second column for each dollar in the person’s taxable
income, and apply the relevant rate for the dollar in the third column.

(2)
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Table 1
Row

Range of dollar in taxable income

Tax rate

1

$0 – $14,000

0.125

2

$14,001 – $50,000

0.210

3

$50,001 – $70,000

0.330

4

$70,001 upwards

0.370

How to use this table:
Find the range in the second column for each dollar in the person’s taxable
income, and apply the relevant rate for the dollar in the third column.

(3)

Schedule 1, part A, table 1 is replaced by the following:
Table 1

Row

Range of dollar in taxable income

Tax rate

1

$0 – $14,000

0.125

2

$14,001 – $50,000

0.200

3

$50,001 – $70,000

0.330

4

$70,001 upwards

0.370

How to use this table:
Find the range in the second column for each dollar in the person’s taxable
income, and apply the relevant rate for the dollar in the third column.

11
(1)

Schedule 1—Basic tax rates: income tax, ESCT, RSCT,
RWT, and attributed fringe beneﬁts: part C
Schedule 1, part C, table 1 is replaced by the following:
Table 1

Row

Range of dollar in allinclusive pay

Tax rate

1

$0 – $12,250

0.1429

2

$12,251 – $39,110

0.2658

7
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Row

Range of dollar in allinclusive pay

Tax rate

3

$39,111 – $53,850

0.4925

4

$53,851 upwards

0.6129

How to use this table:
Find the range in the second column for each dollar in the person’s
allinclusive pay under section RD 51, and apply the relevant rate for the
dollar in the third column.

(2)

Schedule 1, part C, table 1 is replaced by the following:
Table 1

Row

Range of dollar in allinclusive pay

Tax rate

1

$0 – $12,250

0.1429

2

$12,251 – $40,690

0.2658

3

$40,691 – $54,090

0.4925

4

$54,091 upwards

0.5873

How to use this table:
Find the range in the second column for each dollar in the person’s
allinclusive pay under section RD 51, and apply the relevant rate for the
dollar in the third column.

(3)

Schedule 1, part C, table 1 is replaced by the following:
Table 1

8

Row

Range of dollar in allinclusive pay

Tax rate

1

$0 – $12,250

0.1429

2

$12,251 – $41,050

0.2500

3

$41,051 – $54,450

0.4925

Taxation (Urgent Measures and
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Row

Range of dollar in allinclusive pay

Tax rate

4

$54,451 upwards

0.5873

How to use this table:
Find the range in the second column for each dollar in the person’s
allinclusive pay under section RD 51, and apply the relevant rate for the
dollar in the third column.

12
(1)

Schedule 1—Basic tax rates: income tax, ESCT, RSCT,
RWT, and attributed fringe beneﬁts: part D
Schedule 1, part D, table 1 is replaced by the following:
Table 1

Row

ESCT rate threshold amount

Tax rate

1

$0 – $16,800

0.125

2

$16,801 – $57,600

0.210

3

$57,601 upwards

0.330

How to use this table:
Find the range in the second column for the last dollar of the amount of
salary or wages under section RD 69(1), and apply the relevant rate in the
third column.

(2)

Schedule 1, part D, table 1 is replaced by the following:
Table 1

Row

ESCT rate threshold amount

Tax rate

1

$0 – $16,800

0.125

2

$16,801 – $60,000

0.210

3

$60,001 upwards

0.330

How to use this table:
Find the range in the second column for the last dollar of the amount of
salary or wages under section RD 69(1), and apply the relevant rate in the
third column.
9
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Schedule 1, part D, table 1 is replaced by the following:
Table 1

Row

ESCT rate threshold amount

Tax rate

1

$0 – $16,800

0.125

2

$16,801 – $60,000

0.200

3

$60,001 upwards

0.330

How to use this table:
Find the range in the second column for the last dollar of the amount of
salary or wages under section RD 69(1), and apply the relevant rate in the
third column.

13
(1)
(2)
(3)

14
(1)
(2)
(3)

Schedule 2—Basic tax rates for PAYE income payments:
part A
In schedule 2, part A, clause 6, “0.39” is replaced by “0.38”.
In schedule 2, part A, clause 6, “0.38” is replaced by “0.37”.
In schedule 2, part A,––
(a) in clause 4, “0.21” is replaced by “0.20”:
(b) in clause 7, “0.21” is replaced by “0.20”.

Schedule 2—Basic tax rates for PAYE income payments:
10
part B
In schedule 2, part B, table 1, row 3, “0.39” is replaced by
“0.38”.
In schedule 2, part B, table 1, row 3, “0.38” is replaced by
“0.37”.
In schedule 2, part B, table 1, row 1, “0.21” is replaced by 15
“0.20”.

Amendments to Tax Administration Act 1994
15

Tax Administration Act 1994
Sections 16 and 17 amend the Tax Administration Act 1994.

10
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16
(1)

(2)

17
(1)

(2)

Part 1 cl 17

PAYE tax codes
Section 24B(3)(c) and (d) is replaced by the following:
“(c) ‘S’ for secondary employment earnings for an em
ployee whose annual income is not more than $48,000:
“(d) ‘SH’ for secondary employment earnings for an em 5
ployee whose annual income is more than $48,000 but
is not more than $70,000:”.
Section 24B(3)(c) and (d) is replaced by the following:
“(c) ‘S’ for secondary employment earnings for an em
ployee whose annual income is not more than $50,000: 10
“(d) ‘SH’ for secondary employment earnings for an em
ployee whose annual income is more than $50,000 but
is not more than $70,000:”.
Annual returns of income not required
In section 33A(1)(b),––
(a) subparagraph (iv)(AA) is repealed:
(b) in subparagraph (iv)(A), “more than $40,000 but not
more than $60,000” is replaced by “more than $48,000
but not more than $70,000”:
(c) subparagraph (iv)(BA) is repealed:
(d) subparagraph (v)(AA) is repealed:
(e) in subparagraph (v)(A), “more than $40,000 but not
more than $60,000” is replaced by “more than $48,000
but not more than $70,000”:
(f)
subparagraph (v)(BA) is repealed:
(g) subparagraph (vi)(AA) is repealed:
(h) in subparagraph (vi)(A), “more than $40,000 but not
more than $60,000” is replaced by “more than $48,000
but not more than $70,000”:
(i)
subparagraph (vi)(BA) is repealed:
(j)
in paragraph (vib), “more than $40,000” is replaced by
“more than $48,000”.
In section 33A(1)(b),––
(a) in subparagraph (iv)(A), “more than $48,000 but not
more than $70,000” is replaced by “more than $50,000
but not more than $70,000”:
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(b)

(c)

(d)
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in subparagraph (v)(A), “more than $48,000 but not
more than $70,000” is replaced by “more than $50,000
but not more than $70,000”:
in subparagraph (vi)(A), “more than $48,000 but not
more than $70,000” is replaced by “more than $50,000 5
but not more than $70,000”:
in paragraph (vib), “more than $48,000” is replaced by
“more than $50,000”.

Part 2
Research and development tax credits
repeal

10

Amendments to Income Tax Act 2007
18

Income Tax Act 2007
amend the Income Tax Act 2007.

Sections 19 to 22

19
(1)

(2)
(3)

12

Subpart LH—Tax credits for expenditure on research
and development
In subpart LH,––
(a) in section LH 2,––
(i)
in subsection (1)(b), “or a later income year” is
omitted:
(ii) in subsection (5), paragraphs (c) and (d) are re
pealed:
(b) in section LH 6(5),––
(i)
in paragraph (b), “or a later income year” is omit
ted:
(ii) in paragraph (c),––
(A) “or before” is omitted:
(B) “or a later income year” is omitted:
(c) sections LH 1 to LH 6, LH 8 to LH 14, and LH 16 are
repealed:
(d) section LH 15 is repealed.
Subsection (1)(a) and (b) apply for the 2008–09 income
year and later income years.
Subsection (1)(c) apply for the 2009–10 income year and
later income years.
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20
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Part 2 cl 25

Deﬁnitions
This section amends section YA 1.
The deﬁnition of district health board is repealed.
The deﬁnition of industry research cooperative is repealed.
The deﬁnition of listed research provider is repealed.
5
The deﬁnition of overseas eligible expenditure is repealed.
The deﬁnition of research and development project is re
pealed.
The deﬁnition of tertiary institution is repealed.

21
(1)
(2)

Some deﬁnitions
10
Section YB 20(2)(ob) is repealed.
Subsection (1) applies for the 2009–10 income year and later
income years.

22

Schedule 21 repealed––Expenditure and activities related
to research and development
Schedule 21 is repealed.

15

Amendments to Tax Administration Act 1994
23

Tax Administration Act 1994
amend the Tax Administration Act 1994.

Sections 24 to 27

24

Interpretation
20
In section 3(1), in paragraph (e) of the deﬁnition of response
period,—
(a) in subparagraph (i), “1–year period” is replaced by
“2–year period”:
(b) in subparagraph (ii), “1–year period” is replaced by 25
“2–year period”.

25
(1)
(2)

Annual returns of income not required
Section 33A(2)(db) is repealed.
Subsection (1) applies for the 2009–10 income year and later
income years.
30

13
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26
(1)
(2)

Nonactive companies may be excused from ﬁling returns
Section 43A(2)(d)(iib) is repealed.
Subsection (1) applies for the 2009–10 income year and later
income years.

27

Time bar for amendment of income tax assessment
5
In section 108(1B)(b), “1 year has” is replaced by “2 years
have”.

Amendments to Taxation (Business Taxation
and Remedial Matters) Act 2007
28

Sections repealed
10
Sections 188(5), (7), and (8), 229, and 232 (2), (3), and (4) of
the Taxation (Business Taxation and Remedial Matters) Act
2007 are repealed.

Part 3
Annual rates, independent earner tax
credit, and consequential personal tax
cuts amendments

15

Annual rates of income tax for 2009–10 tax year
29
(1)

(2)

Rates of income tax for 2009–10 tax year
Income tax imposed by section BB 1 of the Income Tax Act 20
2007 must, for the 2009–10 tax year, be paid at the basic rates
speciﬁed in schedule 1 of that Act.
Section 61 of the Taxation (Personal Tax Cuts, Annual Rates,
and Remedial Matters) Act 2008 is repealed.

Amendments to Income Tax Act 2007
30

Income Tax Act 2007
amend the Income Tax Act 2007.

Sections 31 to 37

31

14

New heading and section LC 13
After section LC 12, the following is added:

25
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“Tax credits for independent earners
“LC 13 Tax credits for independent earners
“When this section applies
“(1) This section applies for a natural person, for a period (the
credit period) in a tax year when the person––
“(a) is not receiving an incometested beneﬁt; and
“(b) is not receiving a veteran’s pension; and
“(c) is not receiving New Zealand superannuation; and
“(d) is not entitled to a WFF tax credit; and
“(e) is not the spouse, civil union partner, or de facto partner
of a person who is entitled to a WFF tax credit; and
“(f) is not receiving an amount that is—
“(i) granted outside New Zealand; and
“(ii) in the nature of, and paid for similar purposes as,
a beneﬁt, pension, superannuation payment, or
tax credit described in paragraphs (a) to (d);
and
“(g) is not the spouse, civil union partner, or de facto partner
of a person who receives an amount that is—
“(i) granted outside New Zealand; and
“(ii) in the nature of, and paid for similar purposes as,
a tax credit described in paragraph (d); and
“(h) is resident in New Zealand.

5

10

15

20

“Amount of credit
“(2) For the credit period, the person has a tax credit equal to the 25
positive amount calculated using the formula––
(person’s credit − full year abatement) × credit period months / 12.

“Deﬁnition of items in formula
“(3) The items in the formula are deﬁned in subsections (4) to
(6).
“Person’s credit
30
“(4) Person’s credit is, if the person’s net income for the tax year
is equal to or more than $24,000, $520. Otherwise it is zero.

15
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“Full year abatement
“(5) Full year abatement is, if the person’s net income is greater
than $44,000 for the tax year, 13 cents for each complete dollar
of the excess.
“Credit period months
5
“(6) Credit period months is the number of whole months in the
credit period.
“Deﬁned

in this Act: amount, civil union partner, de facto partner, in
cometested beneﬁt, net income, New Zealand superannuation, resident in
New Zealand, tax credit, tax year, veteran’s pension, WFF tax credit”.

32

10

Tax credits for independent earners
In section LC 13(4), “$520” is replaced by “$780”.

33
(1)

Interest
In section RE 12(3)(a), “clause 4 or 5” is replaced by “clause
3 or 4”.
15
(2) In section RE 12, the following is added:
“Modiﬁcation for 2009–10
“(4) Despite subsection (3)(a), the amount of tax that the person
must withhold and pay may, if the person chooses, be calcu
lated, under subsection (3), using a tax rate of 0.38 if—
20
“(a) the payment of resident passive income is made in the
2009–10 tax year; and
“(b) the tax rate under subsection (3)(a) would be 0.39 in the
absence of this subsection.”
34
(1)
(2)
35
(1)

16

Standard method: new personal tax rate persons from 1 25
October 2008 to end 2012–13 income year
In the heading to section RZ 5B, “2012–13” is replaced by
“2009–10”.
Sections RZ 5B(4) to (6) are repealed.
GST ratio method: new personal tax rate persons from 1 30
October 2008 to end 2013–14 income year
In the heading to section RZ 5C, “2013–14” is replaced by
“2009–10”.
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(2)

Sections RZ 5C(4) to (7) are repealed.

36
(1)
(2)

Deﬁnitions
This section amends section YA 1.
In the deﬁnition of civil union partner, “and section LC 4
(Tax credits for transitional circumstances)” is replaced by 5
“and in sections LC 4 and LC 13 (which relate to tax credits
for natural persons)”.

37

Schedule 2—Basic tax rates for PAYE income payments:
part A
In the heading to schedule 2, part A, clause 1, “‘M’ and ‘ML’” 10
is replaced by “‘M’, ‘ME’, and ‘ML’”.
In schedule 2, part A, clause 1, “‘M’ or ‘ML’” is replaced by
“‘M’, ‘ME’, or ‘ML’”.
In the heading to schedule 2, part A, clause 2, “‘M’ and ‘ML’”
is replaced by “‘M’, ‘ME’, and ‘ML’”.
15
In schedule 2, part A, clause 2, “‘M’ or ‘ML’” is replaced by
“‘M’, ‘ME’, or ‘ML’”.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Amendments to Tax Administration Act 1994
38

Tax Administration Act 1994
Sections 39 and 40 amend the Tax Administration Act 1994. 20

39

PAYE tax codes
In section 24B(3),––
(a) in paragraph (a), “section LC 4” is replaced by “ section
LC 4 or LC 13”:
(b) after paragraph (a), the following is inserted:
25
“(ab) ‘ME’ for primary employment earnings when the em
ployee is entitled to a tax credit under section LC 13
of the Income Tax Act 2007:”.

40

Writeoff of tax by Commissioner
After section 177C(1), the following is inserted:
30
“(1B) The Commissioner may write off an amount of outstanding
tax to the extent to which the amount––
17
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“(a) is outstanding from the 2008–09 tax year; and
“(b) is tax payable under section MF 5(2) or MF 6(2) of the
Income Tax Act 2007, or is otherwise the result of WFF
tax credit overpayment or overcrediting; and
“(c) is outstanding due to amendments to the family scheme 5
made by the Taxation (Personal Tax Cuts, Annual Rates,
and Remedial Matters) Act 2008.
“(1C) The Commissioner must write off an amount, not exceeding
$100, of outstanding tax to the extent to which the amount––
“(a) is outstanding from the 2008–09 tax year; and
10
“(b) is tax payable under section MF 5(2) or MF 6(2) of the
Income Tax Act 2007, or is otherwise the result of WFF
tax credit overpayment or overcrediting.”

Amendments to Taxation (Personal Tax Cuts,
Annual Rates, and Remedial Matters) Act 2008
41

15

Sections repealed
Sections 7(2) to (4), 8(2) to (4), 10(2) to (4), 11(3) and (4),
13(2) and (3), 14(2) and (3), 15(2) and (3), 16(2) and (3),
and 18(2) and (3) of the Taxation (Personal Tax Cuts, Annual
Rates, and Remedial Matters) Act 2008 are repealed.
20

Part 4
KiwiSaver: 2% employee and employer
contribution rates, and repeal of employer
tax credits
Amendments to KiwiSaver Act 2006

25

42

KiwiSaver Act 2006
Sections 43 to 50 amend the KiwiSaver Act 2006.

43
(1)

Contribution rate
Section 64(1)(a), is replaced by the following:
“(a) 2% of the employee’s gross salary or wages, if––
30
“(i) section 60(1)(a), (b) or (c) ﬁrst applied in respect
of the employee on or after 1 April 2009 and the
employee has not given his or her employer a
notice under subsection (2); or

18
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“(ii) section 66A applied in respect of the employee
immediately before 1 April 2009; or
“(ab) 4% of the employee’s gross salary or wages, if section
60(1)(a), (b) or (c) ﬁrst applied in respect of the em
ployee before 1 April 2009 and the employee has not 5
given his or her employer a notice under paragraph (b);
or”.
(2) Section 64(2) is replaced by the following:
“(2) Despite subsection (1), the employee may change their con
tribution rate from their current contribution rate described in 10
subsection (1) to another rate in that subsection (new rate)
by giving notice to their employer of the new rate.”
44

Contribution rates may be changed by Order in Council
In section 65(1)(a), “either or both of the rates” is replaced by
“a rate”.
15

45

Obligation to make deductions: general rule
In section 66, “, unless section 66A applies” is omitted.

46

Section 66A repealed
Section 66A is repealed.

Compulsory contributions must be paid on top of gross
20
salary or wages except to the extent that parties otherwise
agree after 13 December 2007
Subsection 101B(4) is replaced by the following:
“(4) However, on and after 13 December 2007, parties to an em
ployment relationship are free to agree contractual terms and 25
conditions that disregard the purpose of this section described
in subsection (1), and, to the extent of such agreement, subsec
tions (1) to (3) do not apply, unless, in respect of the employer
and employee,––
“(a) section 60(1)(a), (b) or (c) ﬁrst applies on or after the 30
day of assent for the Taxation (Urgent Measures and
Annual Rates) Act 2008; and
47

19
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“(b) the contractual terms and conditions do not account for
the amount of compulsory contributions the employer
is required to pay.
“(4A) In the circumstances described in subsection (4)(a) and (b),
despite subsection (4),––
5
“(a) compulsory contributions must be paid in addition to an
employee’s gross salary or wages described in section
101D(3), in accordance with the purpose of this section
described in subsection (1); and
“(b) subsections (2) and (3) apply.”
10
48

Compulsory employer contribution amount: general rule
Section 101D(4)(b) to (d) is replaced by the following:
“(b) 2%, if the payment of gross salary or wages is made for
a pay period that is in a year starting on or after 1 April
2009.”
15

49

New section 235
After section 234, the following is added:
Protection from noncompliance: Taxation (Urgent
Measures and Annual Rates) Act 2008
If, as a result of amendments provided by the Taxation (Urgent
Measures and Annual Rates) Act 2008, there is noncompli
ance with an Act related to securities before 14 February 2009,
the noncompliance is ignored unless it continues on or after
14 February 2009.
Every provider of a KiwiSaver scheme or a complying
superannuation fund, and every person acting on behalf of
a provider is exempted in connection with the KiwiSaver
scheme or complying superannuation fund from complying
with regulation 7A(4) of the Securities Regulations 1983 in
respect of information that must be disclosed in an investment
statement because of changes to the scheme, fund, or the
securities arising from any provision of the Taxation (Urgent
Measures and Annual Rates) Act 2008.
The exemption in subsection (2) applies only in relation to
an investment statement that has been ﬁrst prepared and dated
before 1 January 2009.

“235
“(1)

“(2)

“(3)
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“(4) The exemption in subsection (2) applies if all information,
statements, and other matters speciﬁed under italicised ques
tions set out in Schedule 3D of the Securities Regulations 1983
that are required to be contained in an investment statement in
respect of a security are—
5
“(a) set out in a consistent style or format; and
“(b) clearly identiﬁed as relating to particular questions.
“(5) Subsections (2) to (4) cease to have effect on and after 30
June 2009.”
50

10

Schedule 4 repealed––Transitional rates for employers
and employees
Schedule 4 is repealed.

Amendments to Income Tax Act 2007
51

Income Tax Act 2007
Sections 52 to 57 amend the Income Tax Act 2007.

15

52

Contributions to employee’s superannuation schemes
Section DC 7(1B) is repealed.

53

Tax credits for superannuation contributions
Sections MK 1(2) and (4) are repealed.

54

Heading and sections MK 9 to MK 14 repealed
20
The heading before section MK 9, and sections MK 9 to MK
14 are repealed.

55

Employer’s superannuation contributions
In section RD 65,––
(a) subsection (4)(a) and (b) are replaced by the following: 25
“(a) for the employee’s KiwiSaver scheme , or for their com
plying superannuation scheme and subject to the com
plying fund rules; and
“(b) no more than the amount of compulsory employer con
tributions that would be required, for the payment of 30
salary or wages to which the current contribution re

21
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(b)
(c)

(d)

56
(1)
(2)
(3)
57
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lates, by subpart 3A of the KiwiSaver Act 2006 in the
absence of section 101D(5)(a) of that Act.”:
subsections (5) to (11) are repealed:
in subsection (13), the deﬁnitions of complying fund
calculation period and KiwiSaver calculation period 5
are repealed:
in the list of deﬁned terms “compulsory employer con
tribution” is inserted.

Deﬁnitions
This section amends section YA 1.
10
The deﬁnition of complying fund calculation period is re
pealed.
The deﬁnition of KiwiSaver calculation period is repealed.
Schedule 28––Requirements for complying fund rules
In schedule 28, item 7, “section 66 or 66A of the KiwiSaver 15
Act 2006, ignoring the 8% contribution rate” is replaced by
“section 66, ignoring the 8% and 4% contribution rates”.

Amendment to KiwiSaver Regulations 2006
58

Regulation 20 replaced
Regulation 20 of the KiwiSaver Regulations 2006 is replaced
by the following:
“20 Fee subsidy
“(1) This regulation applies for a person if––
“(a) the person is an employee who is a member of a Kiwi
Saver scheme, and is subject to the automatic enrolment
rules before 1 April 2009:
“(b) the person is an employee who is a member of a Kiwi
Saver scheme, and opts in under section 34(1)(b) of the
Act before 1 April 2009:
“(c) a KiwiSaver scheme provider receives a valid applica
tion for membership for the person before 1 April 2009.
“(2) The chief executive of the Department must pay a fee subsidy
of $20 for the person on each of the dates for the person pro
vided in subclause (3).
“(3) For the person,––
22
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“(a)

if 1 or 3 fee subsidy instalments have been paid before
1 April 2009, the date for the purpose of subclause (2)
is 6 months after the last fee subsidy instalment:
“(b) if no fee subsidy instalment has been paid before 1 April
2009, the dates for the purpose of subclause (2) are––
“(i) the date on which the Crown contribution made
under section 226 of the Act is payable in respect
of the person; and
“(ii) 6 months after the date described in subpara
graph (i).
“(4) Each payment of the fee subsidy must be paid to the provider
of the person’s KiwiSaver scheme.
“(5) The provider must use the contribution allocation for the per
son to credit each payment of the fee subsidy across the invest
ment products of the KiwiSaver scheme to which the member
has subscribed or been allocated.
“(6) However, if the person has subscribed or been allocated to
more than 1 investment product of a KiwiSaver scheme and
1 or more of those investment products contain unvested em
ployer contributions or any other contributions that are not
fully vested in the member, the provider must, to the extent
practicable, credit the fee subsidy on a pro rata basis across
only the investment products that do not contain those sorts of
contributions.”
12
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